The text formatting for Table 4 is incorrect and the caption is missing in the PDF version. Please see the corrected Table 4 here:
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In \"The numerical Stroop task\" section of the Materials, the numbers are not correctly formatted. The sentence should read "in the congruent condition, the number of larger numerical magnitude was also larger in physical size (e.g. 8 9), in the incongruent condition, the number of larger numerical magnitude was smaller in physical size (e.g. 8 9) and in the neutral condition the numbers only differed in numerical magnitude, but not in physical size (e.g. 8 9)", with the first 9 being larger, the second 8 being larger, and the third set of numbers being the same size.

In the \"Source Localization\" section of the Results, under the subheading \"For the ERN\", \"(in red)\" should be replaced by \"(in bold)\". Under the subheading \"For the CRN\", \"(in blue)\" should be replaced by \"(in italics)\". Lastly, under the subheading \"For the Pe component\", \"(in green)\" should be replaced by \"(without format).\"
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